FAQs
Q. How does the VermaDerm technology work?
A. SharpLight’s VermaDerm solution uses long pulsed
Infrared technology. The Infrared waves penetrate deep
within the dermis and stimulates the production of collagen
and elastin. The VermaDerm handpiece has a built in
cooling component that cools the top layer of the skin
during the treatment process. This protects the epidermis
from any damage.
TM

Q. How does the Fractional laser work?
A. Contrary to traditional lasers that ablate large
surfaces of the skin, the Fractional laser only ablates a
‘fraction’ of the skin which enables the skin to heal much
faster. The micro-ablation and the thermal induced
healing that follows, stimulates the production of new
collagen. The treatment isn’t painful, but patients can
experience a certain level of discomfort.
Q. How does the Radio-frequency technology work?
A. Radio-frequency is effective since it heats tissue based
on its level of electrical resistance. SharpLight uses a
multi - polar Radio-frequency that targets the dermal
layer and gently heats the tissue. As a result, new
collagen is produced and the collagen ﬁbers contract
and ﬁrm. Treatment with Radio-frequency feels like a
warm massage and is very pleasant.
Q. How long does each treatment take?
A. The typical regimen is 6-12 treatment sessions,
spaced 2-6 weeks apart depending on the exact
protocol used. Although treatment time averages at
30 minutes, session time will change depending on
the area being treated.

Visit our website for more information:
International: www.sharplightech.com
N. America: www.sharplight.com

Why should you
choose skin
ﬁrming with
SharpLight

TM

the beauty of your success

Skin Firming
Start loving your
skin more every day
Skin ﬁrming using multiple technologies
To achieve the best skin ﬁrming results,
SharpLight’s treatment uses up to 3
different technologies. The combined
technologies form a synergistic
effect that optimally ﬁrms the
skin and restores its lost tone.

Effective on all skin types
Non-invasive, safe and reliable
Minimal number of treatments
lmmediate, long lasting results
Reduces wrinkles, pigmentation and
sun damage

What our
Practitioners are Saying:
Dr. Deepak Gelot

M.D.

SharpLight's technology has been remarkable in
my practice. lts use of Skin Firming treatments
combine energies in a safe and effective way, to
provide exceptional results. My practice values
SharpLight's remarkable customer service and
marketing team, making the use of their
technology highly pleasing.
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Turn back time and
enjoy ﬁrmer and more
supple skin
You can’t stop aging, but you can deﬁnitely age
youthfully. There are many factors that cause our skin
to sag - gravity, sun damage, pollution and more.
The key reason however is that with age, the body
produces less collagen and elastin – proteins necessary
to maintain the skin’s ﬁrmness. The good news is that
SharpLight’s treatments trigger the body to produce
new collagen and elastin and in just a single treatment,
your your skin will look and feel ﬁrmer than ever!

How does it work?

Each technology - VermaDerm,TM RF and
Fractional Laser - treat the skin differently, but the
common denominator of the technologies is that
they all stimulate the body to produce new collagen
and elastin. These proteins help the skin restore its
lost tone resulting in long-lasting skin ﬁrming. In
addition, the heat generated by the technologies
causes the collagen ﬁbers to contract, which yields
immediate skin toning and ﬁrming.

:
SharpLight's Infrared treatment
gave me the opportunity to
regain my youthfulness
without any downtime. The
treatment resulted in smoother,
tighter and a more contoured
appearance.

I had the treatment done over my
Iunch break and immediately
noticed a Iifting. Even over several
months, the results continued to
further improve. The treatment
was comfortable and virtually
pain-free!

Kelly Trechburg - SharpLight Patient

Brian Macgurr - SharpLight Patient

Seeing is
Believing
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Every 10 years a woman's skin
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TODAY, skincare is
a woman's NO.
defense against aging
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